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OPPORTUNITIES TO CREATE CATALYTIC AND UNPRECENTED GROWTH AND EMPLOYMENT  
IN SOUTH AFRICA BY GROWING TOURISM INDUSTRY 

 
This document has been compiled with the detailed input of private-sector stakeholders, which have provided practical critical success factors 
required to establish an enabling environment where tourism can grow at exponential rates, thereby creating jobs in the industry at 
unprecedented levels. The document has been developed in harmony with the guiding principles and strategies developed below:  
 

• National Tourism Sector Strategy 2016-2026 

• Department of Tourism Strategic Plan 2020/21 – 2024/25 

• Tourism Sector Recovery Plan 
 
The action plan outlined with timelines should be regarded as a preamble for creating a Tourism Masterplan, driven by an essential public-
private collaboration and all-of-government approach. It should be read in conjunction with the associated Appendix providing the problem 
statement and more detailed solutions.  
 

DOWNLOAD APPENDIX 
  

https://www.gov.za/sites/default/files/gcis_document/201712/national-tourism-sector-strategy-ntss-2016-2026a.pdf
https://www.tourism.gov.za/AboutNDT/Publications/Strategic%20Plan%20%202020-21%20to%20%202024-25.pdf
https://www.tourism.gov.za/AboutNDT/Documents/Tourism%20Sector%20Recovery%20Plan.pdf
https://fedhasa.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Appendix_Enabling-Environment-For-Tourism-converted.pdf
https://fedhasa.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Appendix_Enabling-Environment-For-Tourism-converted.pdf
https://fedhasa.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Appendix_Enabling-Environment-For-Tourism-converted.pdf
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Strategies and Actions First 100 
Days 

3-6 
Months 

6-12 
Months 

1 Year and 
Beyond 

Strategy: Structured Engagement 

Actions: Formalise structured engagement between NDT / SAT and PVT sector 

1.1 Create a public-private steering committee, including captains of industry, industry 
associations (incl. TBCSA) and identified subject-matter experts who can drive an action list 
and manage implementation of solutions to current obstacles hindering growth of tourism and 
consequently job creation. 

    

1.2 Establish an inter-ministerial council (Cabinet Committee) on Tourism chaired by President 
or Deputy President to foster all-of-government approach to removing obstacles to tourism 
job creation by addressing the multi-departmental roles in unblocking these. 

    

1.3 Create documented vision for tourism industry, including purpose statement and 5-year 
roadmap, including agreed job creation, economic targets and measurable GDP impact 
metrics.  

    

Strategy: Visa Reform 

Actions: Institute tourism-friendly visa regime 

2.1 Tourism and Home Affairs Minister meet to discuss visa waiver review, eVisa, remote 
working visa, swallows visa extension and special skills visa regime. If there is immediate 
implementation of a world-class eVisa for all visa-requiring markets this will create a massive 
boost to international inbound tourism to South Africa.  A quick win with huge returns and job 
creation. 

    

2.2 Steering committee to develop compelling case for visa waivers, eVisa and special visa 
regimes for presentation at meeting. 

    

2.3 Develop a visa reform action plan following the meeting with steps and timelines.     

Strategy: NPTR Tourism Vehicle Licencing 

Actions: Resolve the NPTR stalemate hindering wheels businesses 

3.1 Tourism and Transport Minister meet to discuss temporary and permanent solutions to 
resolving NPTR stalemate to facilitate job creation in the sector. 

    

3.2 SATSA to provide compelling case and suggestions for resolving NPTR issues.     
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3.3 Develop a NPTR action plan following the meeting with steps and timelines.     

Strategy: Air Access 

Actions: Establish a national air access initiative, strategy and action plan 

4.1 Convene a meeting with BARSA and Steering Committee to establishment requirements of 
foreign-owned airlines (low-hanging: those that had operated services and have reduced or 
removed as a result of COVID). Quick win, job creator. 

    

4.2 Meet with Cape Town Air Access (CTAA) initiative to establish best practice, documented 
by steering committee. 

    

4.3 Tourism and Transport Ministry meet to discuss airline needs.     

4.4 Establish national Air Access initiative based on best practice.     

Strategy: Tourism Marketing 

Actions: Urgent destination reputation management and promotion 

5.1 Convene a meeting with the current SA Tourism Board Chair and Acting CEO of SA Tourism 
to discuss and agree a way forward to develop an operational public-private partnership to 
drive destination marketing on behalf of South Africa. 

    

5.2 SA Tourism Public-Private partnership to jointly develop a marketing strategy and key 
marketing action plans for  South Africa. With private-sector inputs these will dramatically 
boost inbound tourism to South Africa, specifically target marketing and tours targeting 
lucrative market segments, such as golf tourism, culinary tourism, luxury tourism. 

    

5.3 Establish a committee incorporating private-sector representatives & SA Tourism to drive 
reputation management and marketing action plans. This should include sub-committees for 
each key source market incorporating private-sector role players in those markets.  

    

5.4 Require of Brave Group and MMGY to present Global Advocacy Work Plan with timelines 
to work through a joint public-private steering committee. 

    

5.5 Amalgamate SA Tourism and Brand SA for the benefit of aligning and strengthening the 
marketing of Destination South Africa. 

    

5.6 Tourism Minister to lobby for additional destination promotion funding (an immediate 25% 
increase) with strong KPIs and accountability in terms of expenditure. This is a sound financial 
budget request, with excellent returns on investment and resultant job creation. 
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5.7 Institute a review of how TOMSA levy is spent and initiative drive to contribute to revised 
TOMSA levy. Current status quo can be greatly enhanced. 

    

5.8 Fill the existing skills and role gaps at SA Tourism.       

5.9 Commission a global best-practice review for DMO funding (model, funds, portfolio 
approach, etc.) 

    

5.10 Develop a measurable joint domestic tourism campaign, bringing together provincial 
tourism bodies, SA Tourism and private-sector (Leverage SATSA Let’s Go) 

    

5.11 Invest in updating trade resources on SA Tourism website based on aligned brand and 
content pillars. 

    

5.13 Institute review of Tourism Act, Brand SA, alignment across the conversion curve to 
consolidate and maximise the impact to the benefit of SA. 

    

5.14 Share SA Tourism priorities and performance with ministries touching Tourism, e.g. DHA, 
dTI and DOT so that they may understand their impact on tourism. 

    

Strategy: Health Protocols 

Actions: Consistency of updating and communicating health protocols 

6.1 Industry to develop report on practicality of protocols in tourism / hospitality environment.     

6.2 Tourism Minister to meet Health Minister outlining Industry requests and requirements.      

6.3 Reinstate December-advised contact tracing, isolation and quarantine regulations.     

6.4 Discontinue requirement of PCR test for incoming fully vaccinated travellers. This will make 
it easier and more attractive for international inbound travellers to visit South Africa.  

    

6.5 Update COVID protocols (TBCSA Travel Safe Eat Safe) and communicate to industry.     

6.6 Designate a Health Dept contact who can act as liaison with Tourism for improved 2-way 
feedback and communication to ensure consistency. 

    

6.7 Set up meeting with SADC representatives soliciting regional approach to protocols: 
synchronise SADC travel regime. Many travellers choose to visit more than one country during 
their visit, hence standardisation will improve accessibility and increase inbound international 
travel to the region.  

    

Strategy: Tourism Safety and Security 

Actions: Minimise crime against tourism and provide confidence which will dramatically grow inbound international numbers to SA. 
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7.1 Steering Committee to create a tourism safety sub-committee which will in turn develop a 
preliminary document outlining requirements and suggested solutions for tourism safety. 

    

7.2 Tourism and Police Minister meeting to discuss requirements and solutions.     

7.3 Formalise a partnership with NDT, Pvt Sector, SAPS, Pvt security and Metro Police.      

7.4 Develop a Tourism Safety action plan following the meeting with steps and timelines.     

7.5 Meet with Kruger Lowveld to unpack their model of tackling tourism crime.     

7.6 Present model to NDT, Pvt Sector, SAPS, Pvt security and Metro Police and develop action 
plan with timelines 

    

7.7 Roll out SAPS tourism education programme through LTAs (Kruger Lowveld example).     

7.8 Establish a tourism help call centre line (SATIB24-type crisis management programme).     

7.9 For hot-spot areas: Tourism Minister to visit.     

7.10 For tourism-dense areas: Establish special tourism monitors or tourist accredited police.     

7.11 Develop an integrated national communications programme highlighting the benefits of 
tourism and impact of crime on jobs.  

    

Strategy: Tourism and Road Infrastructure 

Actions: Maintain and improve tourism infrastructure  

8.1 Conduct an analysis of critical road and tourism infrastructure that has deteriorated.     

8.2 Identify stakeholders responsible for maintenance and improvement of keystone road and 
tourism infrastructure. 

    

8.3 Set up meetings with responsible stakeholders outlining case for maintenance and 
improvement and ascertain obstacles to achieving this. 

    

8.4 Earmark key infrastructure and product investment funding, incl. alternative funding 
mechanisms through corporate sponsorship and alternative repair solutions in the case of 
hazardous roads. 

    

Strategy: Improve Level of B-BBEE in Tourism 

Actions: Transformation at management and ownership level in Tourism 

9.1 Designate a DoE&L Dept contact who can act as liaison with Tourism for improved 2-way 
feedback and communication to ensure consistency. 

    

9.2 Steering Committee, Industry Association and DoE&L Dept meeting detailing industry 
requirements. 
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9.3 Develop meaningful Affirmative Action (AA) interventions and measures that will 
accelerate EE transformation in the workplace and advance the achievement of Sector Targets. 

    

9.4 Develop a user-friendly and practical EE toolkit companies can use which eases 
implementation . 

    

9.5 Ascertain how alignment can be achieved between B-BBEE and EE targets.     

9.6 Establish a consistent basis of measurement and educate industry on these.     

9.7 Establish a dashboard which outlines progress of B-BBEE levels in Tourism.     

Strategy: Data to steer decision-making 

Actions: Develop current data on tourism performance 

10.1 Steering committee to assess the existing statistics on offer and leverage their usefulness.     

10.2 Steering committee to identify the data points and drumbeat required for tourism.     

10.3 Meet with SA Tourism CEO for transparent and timeous sharing of data and insights.     

10.4 Meet with Stats SA chief for swifter issuing of statistics, e.g. tourism arrivals.     

10.5 Commission either through Academic Institution, Consulting Firm or Govt Statisticians the 
delivery of the baseline data and ongoing reporting. 

    

10.6 Procure performance data to fill gaps, e.g., ForwardKeys.     

Strategy: VAT Issues for Tourism 

Actions: Definitive and consistent VAT requirements for tourism / travel businesses 

11.1 Steering Committee and Industry Associations to provide a report on the VAT issue and 
case for tourism ‘agents’ not on-charging VAT on their fee to international travellers. 

    

11.2 Tourism Minister to facilitate meeting with SARS and National Treasure to ask for fair and 
consistent application of VAT for tour operators. 

    

11.3 SARS to update Directive on how VAT should be correctly levied for services and roles 
(agent / principal) with industry associations. 

    

11.4 Industry associations to run communications campaign outlining Directive.     

Strategy: Local Govt Capacitation 

Actions: Strengthen tourism accountability at local govt level  

12.1 Introductory Meeting with Tourism and CoGTA Minister to outline tourism case.      

12.2 Steering Committee to create tourism case which can be presented to CoGTA Ministry.      
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12.3 Develop training programme for local govt on tourism potential and their responsibilities.     

12.4 Categorise local governments with the greatest tourism potential and prioritise these for 
training programme on tourism value chain, impact and infrastructure management. 

    

12.5 Assist LED officers to provide value to the tourism industry by developing and rolling out 
an online training and exchange programme for LED Officers. 

    

12.6 Launch a local clean-up campaign to improve waste disposal and eliminate littering.     

12.7 Identify areas where local publicity associations and community tourism and marketing 
organisations should be set up or strengthened. 

    

12.8 Curate research on best-practice model for community tourism organisations.     

12.9 Set up sub-steering committee incorporating Industry Associations and Regional / 
Provincial Tourism Associations to capacitate these local and community tourism and 
marketing organisations through an action plan with timelines.  

    

12.10 Create linkages between existing tourism businesses and value chain through local 
community organisations and industry associations. 

    

Strategy: Positioning Tourism as an employer of choice 

Actions: Bridge the skills gap through enhancing attractiveness of tourism and strengthening training 

13.1 Research through Industry Associations on current skills gaps in industry.     

13.2 Develop Industry skills needs report for submission to stakeholders, e.g. Dept of Higher 
Education, SETA and Academic Institutions. 

    

13.3 Convene meeting with Depts of Tourism, Higher Education and Training and SETA to 
identify gaps. 

    

13.4 Develop an action plan with timelines which can be rolled out by Steercom and 
stakeholders. 

    

13.5 Designate a DHE Dept contact who can act as liaison with Tourism for improved 2-way 
feedback and communication to ensure consistency. 

    

13.6 Work with Higher Education and Training Dept, and SETA to develop unit standards for 
tourism roles. 

    

13.7 Work with educational institutions to develop curriculum that bridges the skills gap. This 
must be updated continuously to meet the changing needs of industry. 
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13.8 Convene meeting with Depts of Tourism and Basic Education to request support for 
nationwide school campaign. 

    

13.9 Run a nationwide school campaign highlighting tourism and travel as an attractive career 
choice (Private-Sector partners to run). 

    

Strategy: Government Support 

Actions: Enhance government support to get Tourism back on its feet 

14.1 Tourism Ministry to facilitate meeting with Government Travel Procurers – What do you 
need for government to start travelling again? 

    

14.2 Tourism Ministry to facilitate meeting between Treasury and ASATA to discuss credit lines 
for Travel Management Companies. 

    

14.3 Tourism Minister to lobby for UIF TERS extension for the tourism industry until normality 
returns and institute Government loan schemes to retain tourism product. 

    

14.4 Gap analysis of the skills and KPIs required for technocrats to fulfil mandate.     

14.5 Establish an action plan to bridge these gaps.     

14.6 Match deliverables of the Department of Tourism against the priorities and KPIs defined 
through structured engagement. 

    

Strategy: Liquor Boards 

Actions: Resolve the liquor boards stalemate hindering hospitality businesses 

15.1 Tourism Minister and Liquor Boards meet to discuss temporary and permanent solutions 
to resolving liquor boards stalemate. 

    

3.2 FEDHASA to provide compelling case and suggestions for resolving liquor licencing issues.     

3.3 Develop a liquor licence action plan following the meeting with steps and timelines.     

 


